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ON A CLASS OF CONSTACYCLIC CODES OVER THE
NON-PRINCIPAL IDEAL RING Zps + uZps
YUAN CAO AND YONGLIN CAO ∗
Abstract. (1+pw)-constacyclic codes of arbitrary length over the non-
principal ideal ring Zps + uZps are studied, where p is a prime, w ∈ Z
×
ps
and s an integer satisfying s ≥ 2. First, the structure of any (1 + pw)-
constacyclic code over Zps +uZps are presented. Then enumerations for
the number of all codes and the number of codewords in each code, and
the structure of dual codes for these codes are given, respectively. Then
self-dual (1 + 2w)-constacyclic codes over Z2s + uZ2s are investigated,
where w = 2s−2 − 1 or 2s−1 − 1 if s ≥ 3, and w = 1 if s = 2.
Keywords: Constacyclic code, Finite chain ring, Non-principal ideal
ring, Dual code, Self-dual code.
MSC(2010): Primary 11T71; Secondary 94B15, 94B05.
1. Introduction
Algebraic coding theory deals with the design of error-correcting and
error-detecting codes for the reliable transmission of information across noisy
channel. The class of constacyclic codes play a very significant role in the
theory of error-correcting codes. The most impotent classes of these codes
are that of cyclic codes and negacyclic codes, which have been well stud-
ied since the late 1950s. Since 1999, special classes of constacyclic codes
over certain classes of finite commutative chain rings have been studied by
numerous authors. See [1-17], for example.
Let A be a finite commutative ring with identity 1 6= 0, A× the multi-
plicative group of units of A and a ∈ A. We denote by 〈a〉A or 〈a〉 the ideal
of A generated by a, i.e. 〈a〉A = aA. For any ideal I of A, we will identify
the element a+ I of the residue class ring A/I with a (mod I) in this paper.
For any positive integer N , let AN = {(a0, a1, . . . , aN−1) | ai ∈ A, 0 ≤
i ≤ N − 1} which is an A-module with componentwise addition and scalar
multiplication by elements of A. Then an A-submodule C of AN is called a
linear code over A of length N . For any vectors a = (a0, a1, . . . , aN−1), b =
(b0, b1, . . . , bN−1) ∈ A
N . The usual Euclidian inner product of a and b is
defined by [a, b]E =
∑N−1
j=0 ajbj ∈ A. Then [−,−]E is a symmetric and non-
degenerate bilinear form on the A-module AN . Let C be a linear code over
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A of length N . The Euclidian dual code of C is defined by C⊥E = {a ∈ AN |
[a, b]E = 0, ∀b ∈ C}, and C is said to be self-dual if C = C
⊥E .
Let γ ∈ A×. Then a linear code C over A of length N is called a γ-
constacyclic code if (γaN−1, a0, a1, . . . , aN−2) ∈ C for all (a0, a1, . . . , aN−1) ∈
C. Particularly, C is a negacyclic code if γ = −1, and C is a cyclic code if
γ = 1. For any a = (a0, a1, . . . , aN−1) ∈ A
N , let a(x) = a0 + a1x + . . . +
aN−1x
N−1 ∈ A[x]/〈xN − γ〉. We will identify a with a(x) in this paper. By
[11] Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, we have the following conclusions.
Lemma 1.1 Let γ ∈ A×. Then C is a γ-constacyclic code of length N over
A if and only if C is an ideal of the residue class ring A[x]/〈xN − γ〉.
Lemma 1.2 The dual code of a γ-constacyclic code of length N over A is a
γ−1-constacyclic code of length N over A, i.e., an ideal of A[x]/〈xN − γ−1〉.
Recent years, codes over finite non-principal ideal commutative rings
have been studied by many authors. For example, in Yildiz et al [18],
MacWilliams identities, projections, and formally self-dual codes for lin-
ear codes over the ring Z4 + uZ4 and their application to real and complex
lattices have been studied.
From now on, let p be an arbitrary prime, s an integer satisfying s ≥ 2 and
Zps = Z/〈p
s〉 = {0, 1, 2, . . . , ps − 1}. Denote Zps [u]/〈u
2〉 by Zps + uZps =
{a + ub | a, b ∈ Zps} (u
2 = 0), which is a non-principal ideal ring. The
operations on Zps + uZps are defined by:
α+ β = (a+ b) + u(c+ d) and αβ = ac+ u(ad+ bc),
for any α = a + bu, β = c + du ∈ Zps + uZps with a, b, c, d ∈ Zps . For any
fixed w ∈ Z×ps , the following questions have not been investigated completely
for (1 + pw)-constacyclic codes over Zps + uZps of arbitrary length to the
best of our knowledge:
(Q-1) Present precisely all distinct (1+pw)-constacyclic codes over Zps +
uZps of arbitrary length N , and count the number of these codes.
(Q-2) For each code C presented above, determine the number of code-
words contained in C and give the dual code of C precisely.
(Q-3) Determine the self-duality for (1+pw)-constacyclic codes over Zps+
uZps.
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we investigate the
structure and properties of the ring Zps [x]/〈x
pkn − (1 + pw)〉. In Section 3,
we give a canonical form decomposition for any (1+pw)-constacyclic code of
length pkn over Zps+uZps (u
2 = 0), list all distinct codes by their generator
sets and enumerate the number of all codes and the number of codewords
in each code respectively. By use of the canonical form decomposition, we
obtain the dual code of each code and investigate the self-duality of these
codes in Section 4. In Section 5, we list all 6419 self-dual 3-constacyclic code
over Z8 + uZ8 of length 14.
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2. Direct Sum Decomposition of The Ring Zps[x]/〈x
pkn − (1 + pw)〉
From now on, let N = pkn where p is a prime, k, n are positive in-
tegers satisfying gcd(p, n) = 1. We consider how to decompose the ring
Zps[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pw)〉 into a direct sum of finite chain rings where s ≥ 2
and w ∈ Z×ps . This decomposition will be used in the following sections.
Lemma 2.1 ([10] Proposition 2.1) Let A be a finite associative and com-
mutative ring with identity. Then the following conditions are equivalent :
(i) A is a local ring and the maximal ideal M of A is principal, i.e.,
M = 〈π〉 for some π ∈ A;
(ii) A is a local principal ideal ring ;
(iii) A is a chain ring with ideals 〈πi〉, 0 ≤ i ≤ ν, where ν is the nilpotency
index of π.
Lemma 2.2 ([10] Proposition 2.2) Let A be a finite commutative chain ring,
with maximal ideal M = 〈π〉, and let ν be the nilpotency index of π. Then
(i) For some prime p and positive integer m, |A/〈π〉| = q where q = pm,
|A| = qν, and the characteristic of A/〈π〉 and A are powers of p;
(ii) For i = 0, 1, . . . , ν, |〈πi〉| = qν−i.
Lemma 2.3 ([14] Lemma 2.4)Using the notations in Lemma 2.2, let V ⊆ A
be a system of representatives for the equivalence classes of A under congru-
ence modulo π. (Equivalently, we can define V to be a maximal subset of A
with the property that r1 − r2 6∈ 〈π〉 for all r1, r2 ∈ V , r1 6= r2.) Then
(i) Every element a of A has a unique π-adic expansion: a =
∑ν−1
j=0 rjπ
j ,
r0, r1, . . ., rν−1 ∈ V .
(ii) |A/〈π〉| = |V | and |〈πi〉| = |V |ν−i for 0 ≤ i ≤ ν − 1.
Let a ∈ Zps . Then a has a unique p-adic expansion:
a =
∑s−1
j=0 p
jaj , a0, a1, . . . , as−1 ∈ Fp = {0, 1, . . . , p− 1},
where we regard Fp as a subset of Zps (but Fp is not a subring of Zps). It
is well known that a ∈ Z×ps if and only if a0 6= 0. Denote a = a0 ∈ Fp.
Then − : a 7→ a (∀a ∈ Zps) is a ring homomorphism from Zps onto Fp, and
this homomorphism can be extended to a ring homomorphism from Zps[y]
onto Fp[y] by f(y) =
∑m
i=0 biy
i for any f(y) =
∑m
i=0 biy
i ∈ Zps [y]. A monic
polynomial f(y) ∈ Zps[y] of positive degree is said to be basic irreducible if
f(y) is an irreducible polynomial in Fp[y] ([16] Chapter 13, Page 328).
Lemma 2.4 Let f(x) be a monic basic irreducible polynomial in Zps[x] of
degree d and denote Γ = Zps [x]/〈f(x)〉. Then
(i) ([16] Theorem 14.1]) Γ is a Galois ring of characteristic ps and car-
dinality psd. Moreover, Γ = Zps[ζ] where ζ = x + 〈f(x)〉 ∈ Γ satisfying
ζp
d−1 = 1.
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Denote Γ = Fp[x]/〈f(x)〉 and ζ = x+ 〈f(x)〉 ∈ Γ. Then Γ = Fp[ζ] which
is a finite field of cardinality pd, f(x) =
∏d−1
i=0 (x − ζ
pi
) and that − can be
extended to a ring homomorphism from Γ onto Γ by ξ 7→ ξ =
∑d−1
j=0 ajζ
j
,
for all ξ =
∑d−1
j=0 ajζ
j ∈ Γ where a0, a1, . . . , ad−1 ∈ Zps.
(ii) ([5] Lemma 2.3(ii)) f(x) =
∏d−1
i=0 (x− ζ
pi).
Theorem 2.5 Let f(x) be a monic basic irreducible polynomial in Zps[x] of
degree d, w0 ∈ Z
×
ps, denote R = Zps [x]/〈f(x
pk(1 + pw0)
−1)〉 and set
T = {
∑d−1
j=0 ajx
j | a0, a1, . . . , ad−1 ∈ Fp} ⊆ R
in which we regard Fp as a subset of Zps. Then
(i) R is a finite chain ring with maximal ideal 〈f(x)〉 generated by f(x),
i.e., 〈f(x)〉 = f(x)R, the nilpotency index of f(x) is equal to pks and
R/〈f(x)〉 is a finite field of cardinality pd.
(ii) Each α ∈ R has a unique f(x)-adic expansion: α =
∑pks−1
j=0 bj(x)f(x)
j ,
b0(x), b1(x), . . . , bpks−1(x) ∈ T .
(iii) For each integer l, 1 ≤ l ≤ pks, let 〈f(x)l〉 be the ideal of R generated
by f(x)l. Then 〈f(x)l〉 = {
∑pks−1
j=l bj(x)f(x)
j | bl(x), . . . , bpks−1(x) ∈ T },
and every element β of the residue class ring R/〈f(x)l〉 has a unique f(x)-
adic expansion: β =
∑l−1
j=0 bj(x)f(x)
j , b0(x), . . . , bl−1(x) ∈ T .
Moreover, β is an invertible element of R/〈f(x)l〉, i.e. β ∈ (R/〈f(x)l〉)×,
if and only if b0(x) 6= 0. Hence |〈f(x)
l〉| = pd(p
ks−l) and |(R/〈f(x)l〉)×| =
(pd − 1)p(l−1)d.
Proof Let R = Zps[x]/〈f(x
pk(1 + pw0)
−1)〉. It is known that
(2.1) f(x)p
k
= pϑ(x) in R, where ϑ(x) ∈ R×
(A direct proof for this equation is given in Appendix). Then
(2.2) 〈p〉 = 〈f(x)p
k
〉 ⊆ 〈f(x)〉
as ideals of R, and hence f(x)p
ks = psϑ(x)s = 0 in R by Equation (2.1).
(i) Let J = 〈p, f(x)〉 be the ideal of R generated by p and f(x). Then
R/J = (Fp[x]/〈f(xp
k(1 + pw0)−1)〉)/〈f (x)〉 = (Fp[x]/〈f (x)
pk〉)/〈f (x)〉
= Fp[x]/〈f (x)〉,
up to natural ring isomorphisms, where Fp[x]/f(x)〉 is a finite field of p
d
elements by Lemma 2.4(i). Hence J is a maximal ideal of R. Since f(x)p
ks =
0, both p and f(x) are nilpotent elements of R. From this one can verify
easily that every element in R \ J is invertible, which implies that R is a
local ring with J as its unique maximal ideal. Furthermore, by Equation
(2.2) we conclude that J = 〈f(x)〉 and so R/〈f(x)〉 = Fp[x]/〈f(x)〉.
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As stated above, by Lemma 2.1 we see that R is a finite chain ring with
the unique maximal ideal generated by f(x). Let z be the nilpotency index
of f(x). By Lemma 2.2(i) it follows that |R| = |Fp[x]/f(x)〉|
z = pzd. On the
other hand, by deg(f(xp
k
(1 + pw0)
−1)) = pkd it follows that
|R| = |Zps [x]/〈f(x
pk(1 + pw0)
−1)〉| = (ps)p
kd = pp
ksd.
Therefore, z = pks.
(ii) By R/〈f(x)〉 = Fp[x]/〈f (x)〉 = {
∑d−1
j=0 ajx
j | a0, a1, . . . , ad−1 ∈ Fp}
and Fp[x]/〈f(x)〉 = T as sets, one can verify easily that T is a system of
representatives for the equivalence classes of R under congruence modulo
f(x). Then the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.3(i) immediately.
(iii) It follows from (ii), Lemma 2.2 and the general finite chain ring theory
(see [14], for example). ✷
Next, we consider how to decompose the ring Zps[x]/〈x
N − (1+ pw)〉 into
a direct sum of finite chain rings, where N = pkn and gcd(p, n) = 1.
Lemma 2.6 Let w ∈ Z×ps. Then ord(1+pw) = p
v for some positive integer v,
and there exists a unique w0 ∈ Z
×
ps modulo p
s−1 such that (1+pw0)
n = 1+pw.
Proof It is known that 1+pZps is a multiplicative subgroup of Z
×
ps with order
ps−1 (cf. [16] Corollary 14.12]). Hence ord(1 + pw) = pv for some positive
integer v. Since gcd(n, p) = 1, the mapping 1 + pa 7→ (1 + pa)n (∀a ∈ Zps)
is an automorphism of the multiplicative group 1 + pZps . Hence there is a
unique element w0 ∈ Zps modulo p
s−1 such that (1 + pw0)
n = 1 + pw.
As every element of Zps has a unique p-expansion, there is a unique integer
k, 0 ≤ k ≤ s− 1, such that w0 = p
kb for some b ∈ Z×ps. Suppose that k ≥ 1,
then 1+pw0 = 1+p
k+1b, which implies (1+pw0)
n = 1+pk+1bn+p2(k+1)c =
1+p(pkbn+p2k+1c) for some c ∈ Zps. From this and by (1+pw0)
n = 1+pw
we deduce pw = p(pkbn+ p2k+1c), i.e., w = pkbn+ p2k+1c+ ps−1e for some
e ∈ Zps , and hence w
s = 0, which contradicts that w ∈ Z×ps . Therefore, we
conclude that k = 0 and hence w0 = b ∈ Z
×
ps. ✷
In the rest of this paper, we adopt the following notations.
Notation 2.7 Let w,w0 ∈ Z
×
ps satisfying (1 + pw0)
n = 1 + pw, and assume
(2.3) yn − 1 = f1(y)f2(y) . . . fr(y),
where f1(y), . . . , fr(y) are pairwise coprime monic basic irreducible polyno-
mials in Zps[y]. For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, assume deg(fi(y)) = di and denote
Γi = Zps[y]/〈fi(y)〉 and Ri = Zps [x]/〈fi(x
pk(1 + pw0)
−1)〉.
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. By Lemma 2.4(i) we know that Γi is a Galois ring
of characteristic ps and cardinality psdi and Γi = Zps [ζi], where ζi = y +
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〈fi(y)〉 ∈ Γi satisfying ζ
pdi−1
i = 1. By Theorem 2.5 we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 2.8 Denote Ti = {
∑d−1
j=0 ajx
j | a0, a1, . . . , adi−1 ∈ Fp} ⊆ Ri in
which we regard Fp as a subset of Zps. Then
(i) Ri is a finite chain ring with maximal ideal 〈fi(x)〉 generated by fi(x),
the nilpotency index of fi(x) is equal to p
ks and Ri/〈fi(x)〉 is a finite field
of cardinality pdi .
(ii) Every element α of Ri has a unique fi(x)-adic expansion:
α =
∑pks−1
j=0 bj(x)fi(x)
j , b0(x), b1(x), . . . , bpks−1(x) ∈ Ti.
(iii) For each integer l, 1 ≤ l ≤ pks, let 〈fi(x)
l〉 be the ideal of Ri generated
by fi(x)
l. Then 〈fi(x)
l〉 = {
∑pks−1
j=l bj(x)fi(x)
j | bl(x), . . . , bpks−1(x) ∈ Ti},
and every element β of the residue class ring Ri/〈fi(x)
l〉 has a unique fi(x)-
adic expansion: β =
∑l−1
j=0 bj(x)fi(x)
j , b0(x), . . . , bl−1(x) ∈ Ti.
Hence β is an invertible element of Ri/〈fi(x)
l〉, i.e. β ∈ (Ri/〈fi(x)
l〉)×,
if and only if b0(x) 6= 0. Moreover, |fi(x)
lRi| = |〈fi(x)
l〉| = pdi(p
ks−l) and
|(Ri/〈fi(x)
l〉)×| = (pdi − 1)p(l−1)di .
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r and denote Fi(y) =
yn−1
fi(y)
∈ Zps[y]. Since Fi(y) and fi(y)
are coprime, there are polynomials ai(y), bi(y) ∈ Zps [y] such that
(2.4) ai(y)Fi(y) + bi(y)fi(y) = 1.
Substituting xp
k
(1+pw0)
−1 = x
pk
1+pw0
for y in (2.3) and (2.4), by (1+pw0)
n =
1 + pw we obtain
(1 + pw0)
−n(xp
kn − (1 + pw)) = (xp
k
(1 + pw0)
−1)n − 1 =
r∏
i=1
fi(
xp
k
1 + pw0
)
and ai(
xp
k
1+pw0
)Fi(
xp
k
1+pw0
)+ bi(
xp
k
1+pw0
)fi(
xp
k
1+pw0
) = 1 in the ring Zps[x], respec-
tively. It is clear that deg(fi(x
pk(1 + pw0)
−1)) = pkdi for i = 1, . . . , r. In
the rest of this paper, we set
(2.5) θi(x) ≡ ai(
xp
k
1 + pw0
)Fi(
xp
k
1 + pw0
) = 1− bi(
xp
k
1 + pw0
)fi(
xp
k
1 + pw0
)
(mod xp
kn − (1 + pw)). Then from Chinese Remainder Theorem for com-
mutative rings with identity, we deduce that following theorem.
Theorem 2.9 Denote A = Zps[x]/〈x
pkn−(1+pw)〉. We have the following :
(i) θ1(x) + . . .+ θr(x) = 1, θi(x)
2 = θi(x) and θi(x)θj(x) = 0 in A for all
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r.
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(ii) A = A1⊕. . .⊕Ar, where Ai = θi(x)A and its multiplicative identity is
θi(x). Moreover, this decomposition is a direct sum of rings in that AiAj =
{0} for all i and j, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r.
(iii) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, define a mapping τi : a(x) 7→ θi(x)a(x) (∀a(x) ∈
Ri = Zps [x]/〈fi(x
pk(1 + pw0)
−1)〉). Then τi is a ring isomorphism from Ri
onto Ai. Hence |Ai| = p
pksdi .
(iv) Define τ : (a1(x), . . . , ar(x)) 7→ τ1(a1(x)) + . . . + τr(ar(x)), i.e.
τ(a1(x), . . . , ar(x)) =
r∑
i=1
θi(x)ai(x) (mod x
pkn − (1 + pw))
for all ai(x) ∈ Ri, i = 1, . . . , r. Then τ is a ring isomorphism from R1× . . .
×Rr onto A.
3. Structure of (1 + pw)-Constacyclic Codes over Zps + uZps
In this section, we list all distinct (1 + pw)-constacyclic codes over the
ring Zps + uZps (u
2 = 0) of length N , i.e., all distinct ideals of the ring
(Zps + uZps)[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pw)〉 where N = pkn and w ∈ Z×ps .
For any α ∈ (Zps + uZps)[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pw)〉, α can be expressed as
α =
N−1∑
j=0
(aj + bju)x
j , aj, bj ∈ Zps , j = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1
uniquely. Denote ξ =
∑N−1
j=0 ajx
j and η =
∑N−1
j=0 bjx
j. Then ξ, η ∈ A =
Zps[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pw)〉 and the map
σ : α 7→ ξ + ηu, ∀α ∈ (Zps + uZps)[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pw)〉
is a ring isomorphism from (Zps+uZps)[x]/〈x
N−(1+pw)〉 onto A+uA (u2 =
0). In the rest of this paper, we will identify (Zps+uZps)[x]/〈x
N − (1+pw)〉
with A + uA under this isomorphism σ. Moreover, for any 1 ≤ i ≤ r let
Ri + uRi = Ri[u]/〈u
2〉, where Ri = Zps[x]/〈fi(x
pk(1 + pw0)
−1)〉.
Lemma 3.1 Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Using the notations of Theorem 2.9, for any
a(x), b(x) ∈ Ri we define
τi(a(x) + b(x)u) = τi(a(x)) + τi(b(x))u
= θi(x)(a(x) + b(x)u) (mod x
pkn − (1 + pw)).
Then τi is a ring isomorphism from Ri + uRi onto Ai + uAi (u
2 = 0).
Proof By Theorem 2.9(iii), the isomorphism τi : Ri → Ai induces an iso-
morphism of polynomial rings from Ri[u] onto Ai[u] in the natural way that∑
j aj(x)u
j 7→
∑
j τi(aj(x))u
j (∀aj(x) ∈ Ri). Hence τi is a ring isomorphism
from Ri + uRi = Ri[u]/〈u
2〉 onto Ai + uAi = Ai[u]/〈u
2〉. ✷
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Lemma 3.2 Using the notations above and the notations of Section 2, The
following statements are equivalent :
(i) C is a (1 + pw)-constacyclic code over Zps + uZps of length p
kn.
(ii) C is an ideal of A+ uA.
(iii) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, there is a unique ideal Ci of the ring Ri + uRi
(u2 = 0) such that C = ⊕ri=1θi(x)Ci (mod x
pkn − (1 + pw)).
Proof (i)⇔ (ii) It follows from the identification of (Zps + uZps)[x]/〈x
pkn −
(1 + pw)〉 with A+ uA.
(ii)⇔ (iii) By Theorem 2.9(ii) we have A = ⊕ri=1Ai. Hence A + uA =
A[u]/〈u2〉 = ⊕ri=1(Ai[u]/〈u
2〉) = ⊕ri=1(Ai + uAi) and this decomposition
is a direct sum of rings in that (Ai + uAi)(Aj + uAj) = {0} for any i, j,
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r. Therefore, C is an ideal of A + uA if and only if for
each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, there is a unique ideal Ci of the ring Ai + uAi such that
C = ⊕ri=1Ci. From this and by Lemma 3.1, we deduce that Ci is an ideal
of Ai + uAi if and only if there is a unique ideal Ci of Ri + uRi such that
Ci = τi(Ci) = θi(x)Ci = {θi(x)ci(x) | ci(x) ∈ Ci} (mod x
pkn − (1 + pw)). ✷
In order to present all (1+pw)-constacyclic codes over Zps+uZps of length
pkn, by Lemma 3.2 it is sufficient to give all ideals of the ring Ri + uRi for
all i = 1, . . . , r. Now, we give the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3 Using the notations above, in the rest of this paper for any
1 ≤ l ≤ pks we denote (Ri[x]/〈fi(x)
l〉)× by ∆
(i)
l , i.e.,
∆
(i)
l = {
l−1∑
j=0
bj(x)fi(x)
j | bj(x) ∈ Ti, b0(x) 6= 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1}
Then all distinct ideals Ci of Ri + uRi are given by the following table:
case number of ideals Ci (ideal of Ri + uRi) |Ci|
I. pks+ 1 • 〈fi(x)
li〉 (0 ≤ li ≤ p
ks) p2di(p
ks−li)
II. pks • 〈ufi(x)
mi 〉 (0 ≤ mi ≤ p
ks− 1) pdi(p
ks−mi)
III. Ω(pdi , pks) • 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉 p2di(p
ks−li)
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
li−ti
, ti ≥ 2li − p
ks,
0 ≤ ti < li ≤ p
ks− 1)
• 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉 pdi(p
ks−ti)
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
pks−li
, ti < 2li − p
ks,
0 ≤ ti < li ≤ p
ks− 1)
IV. 12p
ks(pks− 1) • 〈fi(x)
li , ufi(x)
mi〉 pdi(2p
ks−(li+mi))
(0 ≤ mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1)
V. (pdi − 1) • 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x), ufi(x)
mi〉 pdi(2p
ks−(li+mi))
·Ψ(pdi, pks) (h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi−ti ,
li +mi ≤ p
ks+ ti − 1,
0 ≤ ti < mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1)
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where
Ω(pdi , pks) =
pdi(
pks
2
+1) + pdi·
pks
2 − 2
pdi − 1
− (pks+ 1)
+(pdi − 1)
pks−1∑
j= p
ks
2
+1
(2j − pks)pdi(p
ks−j−1)
if pks is even;
Ω(pdi , pks) =
2(pdi·
pks+1
2 − 1)
pdi − 1
− (pks+ 1)
+(pdi − 1)
pks−1∑
j= p
ks+1
2
(2j − pks)pdi(p
ks−j−1)
if pks is odd, and Ψ(pdi , pks) can be calculated by the following recurrence
formula:
Ψ(pdi , t) = 0 for t = 1, 2, 3, Ψ(pdi , t) = 1 for t = 4;
Ψ(pdi , t) = Ψ(pdi , t− 1) +
∑⌊ t
2
⌋−1
j=1 (t− 2j − 1)p
di(j−1) for t ≥ 5.
Therefore, the number of all distinct ideals of the ring Ri + uRi is equal to
N(p,di,pks) =

∑λ
j=0(1 + 4j)p
(λ−j)di if pks = 2λ;∑λ
j=0(3 + 4j)p
(λ−j)di if pks = 2λ+ 1.
Proof We define a map ̺ : Ri + uRi → Ri by ̺(α+ uβ) = α (∀α, β ∈ Ri).
Then ̺ is a surjective ring homomorphism from Ri + uRi onto Ri.
Let J be an ideal of Ri + uRi and ̺|J be the restriction of ̺ to J . Then
̺|J is a surjective ring homomorphism from J onto ̺(J) = {̺(ξ) | ξ ∈ J},
which implies ̺(J) ∼= J/Ker(̺|J) where Ker(̺|J) = {ξ ∈ J | ̺(ξ) = 0} is
the kernel of ̺|J . Therefore, |J | = |̺(J)||Ker(̺|J )|.
Let (J : u) = {ξ ∈ Ri + uRi | uξ ∈ J}. Then (J : u) is an ideal of
Ri+uRi satisfying J ⊆ (J : u). Since ̺ is a surjective ring homomorphism,
we see that ̺(J) and ̺(J : u) are ideals of Ri satisfying ̺(J) ⊆ ̺(J : u). As
Ri is a finite chain ring described in Section 2, there is a unique pair (li,mi)
of integers, 0 ≤ mi ≤ li ≤ p
ks, such that
(3.1) ̺(J) = fi(x)
liRi and ̺(J : u) = fi(x)
miRi.
By the definition of ̺, we have
Ker(̺|J ) = {uβ ∈ J | β ∈ Ri} = u{β + uγ | u(β + uγ) ∈ J, β, γ ∈ Ri}
= u(J : u) = u̺(J : u),
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which implies |Ker(̺|J)| = |̺(J : u)|. From this, by Equation (3.1) we
deduce that |J | = |fi(x)
liRi||fi(x)
miRi|. Then by Corollary 2.8(iii) we have
(3.2) |J | = pdi(p
ks−li)pdi(p
ks−mi) = pdi(2p
ks−(li+mi)).
If mi = p
ks, then li = p
ks and J = {0} = 〈fi(x)
pks〉. In the following, we
assume mi ≤ p
ks− 1. Then we have the following cases.
Case (i) mi = li where 0 ≤ li ≤ p
ks − 1. In this case, we have |J | =
pdi(2p
ks−2li) = p2di(p
ks−li) by Equation (3.2).
By fi(x)
li ∈ ̺(J) there exists α ∈ Ri such that fi(x)
li + uα ∈ J , which
implies 〈fi(x)
li + uα〉 ⊆ J . Conversely, let ξ ∈ J . By ̺(J) = fi(x)
liRi,
there exist γ, β ∈ Ri such that ξ = fi(x)
liγ + uβ, which implies u(β −
γα) = ξ − γ(fi(x)
li + uα) ∈ J , and hence β − γα ∈ ̺(J : u). But ̺(J :
u) = fi(x)
liRi, there exists δ ∈ Ri such that β − γα = fi(x)
liδ. Hence
ξ = γ(fi(x)
li + uα) + ufi(x)
liδ = (γ + uδ)(fi(x)
li + uα) ∈ 〈fi(x)
li + uα〉.
Therefore, J = 〈fi(x)
li + uα〉.
If li = 0, then fi(x)
li + uα = 1 + uα which is an invertible element of
Ri + uRi (u
2 = 0). Hence J = Ri + uRi = 〈fi(x)
0〉. In the following, we
assume that 1 ≤ li ≤ p
ks− 1.
Since every element of Ri has a unique fi(x)-expansion, by ufi(x)
li =
u(fi(x)
li + uα) ∈ J we may assume that α = 0 or α = fi(x)
tih(x), where
0 ≤ ti < li and h(x) =
∑pks−ti−1
j=0 hj(x)fi(x)
j with h0(x), . . . , hpks−ti−1(x) ∈
Ti satisfying h0(x) 6= 0.
If α = 0, J = 〈fi(x)
li〉 where 1 ≤ li ≤ p
ks− 1.
Otherwise, we have J = 〈fi(x)
li +ufi(x)
tih(x)〉. As h0(x) 6= 0, h(x) is an
invertible element of Ri and
ufi(x)
pks−li+ti = fi(x)
pks−lih(x)−1(fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)) ∈ J ,
which implies fi(x)
pks−li+ti ∈ ̺(J : u) = fi(x)
liRi. Hence p
ks− li + ti ≥ li,
i.e., ti ≥ 2li − p
ks.
Now, let h′(x) =
∑pks−t′i−1
j=0 h
′
j(x)fi(x)
j satisfy J = 〈fi(x)
li+ufi(x)
t′ih′(x)〉,
where 0 ≤ t′i < li, h
′
0(x), . . . , h
′
pks−t′i−1
(x) ∈ Ti and h
′
0(x) 6= 0. Then
u(f tii (x)h(x) − fi(x)
t′ih′(x))
= (fi(x)
li + ufi(x)h(x)) − (fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
t′ih′(x)) ∈ J,
which implies f tii (x)h(x)− fi(x)
t′ih′(x) ∈ fi(x)
liRi. As ti, t
′
i < li, the condi-
tion is equivalent to ti = t
′
i and h(x) ≡ h
′(x) (mod fi(x)
li−ti). Therefore, all
distinct ideals of Ri+ uRi are given by: J = 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉, where
h(x) ∈ (Ri/〈fi(x)
li−ti〉)× = ∆
(i)
li−ti
and ti ≥ 2li − p
ks.
Case (ii) li = p
ks and 0 ≤ mi ≤ p
ks− 1.
In this case, we have |J | = pdi(2p
ks−(li+mi)) = pdi(p
ks−mi) by Equation
(3.2) and ̺(J) = {0}. By ̺(J) = {0} and ̺(J : u) = fi(x)
miRi, one can
easily verify that J = 〈ufi(x)
mi〉.
Case (iii) mi = 0 and 1 ≤ li ≤ p
ks− 1.
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In this case, we have |J | = pdi(2p
ks−(li+mi)) = pdi(2p
ks−li) by Equation
(3.2). Moreover, by 1 ∈ fi(x)
0Ri = ̺(J : u) we conclude that u ∈ J . Then
by ̺(J) = fi(x)
liRi it follows that J = 〈fi(x)
li , u〉 immediately.
Case (iv) 1 ≤ mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1.
In this case, we have |J | = pdi(2p
ks−(li+mi)) by Equation (3.2). By ̺(J) =
fi(x)
liRi and ̺(J : u) = fi(x)
miRi we have ufi(x)
mi ∈ J and there exists
α ∈ Ri such that fi(x)
li+uα ∈ J . It is obvious that 〈fi(x)
li+uα, ufi(x)
mi〉 ⊆
J . Conversely, let ξ ∈ J . By ̺(ξ) ∈ fi(x)
liRi there exist γ, β ∈ Ri such that
ξ = fi(x)
liγ + uβ. Then by u(β − γα) = ξ − γ(fi(x)
li + uα) ∈ J , it follows
that β − γα ∈ ̺(J : u) = fi(x)
miRi, which implies β − γα = fi(x)
miδ for
some δ ∈ Ri. Hence ξ = γ(fi(x)
li+uα)+δfi(x)
mi ∈ 〈fi(x)
li+uα, ufi(x)
mi〉.
Therefore, J = 〈fi(x)
li + uα, ufi(x)
mi〉.
If α = 0, we have J = 〈fi(x)
li , ufi(x)
mi〉 where 1 ≤ mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1.
Otherwise, an argument similar to the proof of Case (i) shows that: J =
〈fi(x)
li +ufi(x)
tih(x), ufi(x)
mi〉 where h(x) ∈ (Ri/〈fi(x)
mi−ti〉)× = ∆
(i)
mi−ti
and 0 ≤ ti ≤ mi − 1.
By ufi(x)
pks−li+ti = fi(x)
pks−lih(x)−1(fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)) ∈ J , we see
that fi(x)
pks−li+ti ∈ ̺(J : u) = fi(x)
miRi, which implies p
ks− li + ti ≥ mi.
Hence we have one of the following two cases:
(♦-1) pks− li + ti = mi, i.e., mi − ti = p
ks− li or li +mi = p
ks+ ti.
In this case, ∆
(i)
mi−ti
= ∆
(i)
pks−li
. Now, by
ufi(x)
mi = fi(x)
pks−lih(x)−1(fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x))
it follows that J = 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉. Moreover, we have 2li > li +
mi = p
ks + ti, i.e., ti < 2li − p
ks. Therefore, h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
pks−li
and |J | =
pdi(2p
ks−(li+mi)) = pdi(2p
ks−(pks+ti)) = pdi(p
ks−ti).
(♦-2) pks− li + ti > mi, i.e., li +mi ≤ p
ks+ ti − 1.
In this case, J = 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x), ufi(x)
mi〉 where h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi−ti
.
Therefore, all distinct ideals of Ri + uRi are given by (I)–(V) and the
number of elements in each ideal is given at the right side of the table.
It is obvious that the numbers of ideals in cases (I), (II) and (IV) are
equal to pks + 1, pks and 12p
ks(pks − 1) respectively. Now, we count the
number of ideals in (III) and (V), respectively.
First, we consider ideals in (III). Let 0 ≤ ti < li ≤ p
ks − 1. When
li ≤ ⌊
pks+1
2 ⌋, i.e., 2li ≤ p
ks, then ti satisfies ti ≥ 2li−p
ks for all 0 ≤ ti ≤ li−1.
In this case, the number of ideals is equal to
N1 =
⌊ p
ks+1
2 ⌋∑
li=1
li−1∑
ti=0
(pdi − 1)pdi(li−ti−1) =
pdi(⌊
pks+1
2 ⌋+1) − 1
pdi − 1
−
(⌊
pks+ 1
2
⌋
+ 1
)
.
When li ≥ ⌊
pks+1
2 ⌋+ 1, i.e., 2li > p
ks, then ti satisfies ti ≥ 2li − p
ks for all
2li−p
ks ≤ ti ≤ li−1, and ti satisfies ti < 2li−p
ks for all 0 ≤ ti ≤ 2li−p
ks−1.
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In this case, the number of ideals is equal to
N2 =
pks−1∑
li=⌊
pks+1
2
⌋+1

 li−1∑
ti=2li−p
ks
(pdi − 1)pdi(li−ti−1) +
2li−p
ks−1∑
ti=0
(pdi − 1)pdi(p
ks−li−1)


=
pdi(p
ks−⌊
pks+1
2
⌋) − 1
pdi − 1
−
(
pks−
⌊
pks+ 1
2
⌋)
+
pks−1∑
li=⌊
pks+1
2
⌋+1
(2li − p
ks)(pdi − 1)pdi(p
ks−li−1).
Hence the number of ideals in (III) is equal to Ω(pdi , pks) = N1+N2. Next,
we denote Ψ(pdi , pks) =
∑pks−4
ti=0
∑ pks+ti
2
−1
mi=ti+1
∑pks+ti−1−mi
li=mi+1
pdi(mi−ti−1). Then
the number of ideals in (V) is equal to (pdi − 1)Ψ(pdi , pks), where
Ψ(pdi , pks) =
pks−4∑
ti=1
pks+ti
2
−1∑
mi=ti+1
pks+ti−1−mi∑
li=mi+1
pdi(mi−ti−1) +
pks
2
−1∑
mi=1
pks−1−mi∑
li=mi+1
pdi(mi−1)
=
(pks−1)−4∑
t′
i
=0
(pks−1)+t′
i
2
−1∑
m′
i
=t′
i
+1
(pks−1)+t′i−1−m
′
i∑
l′
i
=m′
i
+1
pdi(m
′
i−t
′
i−1)
+
⌊ p
ks
2
⌋−1∑
mi=1
(pks− 2mi − 1)p
di(mi−1)
= Ψ(pdi , pks− 1) +
⌊ p
ks
2
⌋−1∑
mi=1
(pks− 2mi − 1)p
di(mi−1)
for all s ≥ 5.
If 1 ≤ pks ≤ 3, there is no triple (ti,mi, li) of integers satisfying 0 ≤ ti <
mi < li ≤ p
ks − 1 and li +mi ≤ p
ks + ti − 1. In this case, the number of
ideals in (V) is equal to 0. Then we set Ψ(pdi , pks) = 0 for all pks ≤ 3.
If pks = 4, there is a unique triple (ti,mi, li) = (0, 1, 2) of integers sat-
isfying 0 ≤ ti < mi < li ≤ p
ks − 1 and li + mi ≤ p
ks + ti − 1. In this
case, all distinct ideals in (V) are given by 〈fi(x)
2 + uh(x), ufi(x)〉, where
h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
1 = Ti \ {0} and |Ti \ {0}| = p
di − 1. Then we set Ψ(pdi , 4) = 1.
Therefore, the number Ni of ideals of Ri + uRi is equal to
pks+ 1 + pks+Ω(pdi , pks) +
1
2
pks(pks− 1) + (pdi − 1)Ψ(pdi , pks),
i.e., Ni = 1 +
1
2p
ks(pks+ 3) + Ω(pdi , pks) + (pdi − 1)Ψ(pdi , pks). ✷
Then from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4 Every (1+pw)-constacyclic code C over Zps+uZps of length
pkn can be constructed by the following two steps:
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(i) For each i = 1, . . . , r, choose an ideal Ci of Ri+uRi listed in Theorem
3.3.
(ii) Set C = ⊕ri=1θi(x)Ci =
∑r
i=1 θi(x)Ci (mod x
pkn − (1 + pw)). Then
the codewords in C is equal to |C| =
∏r
i=1 |Ci|.
Using the notations of Theorem 3.3, the number of (1 + pw)-constacyclic
codes over Zps + uZps of length p
kn is equal to
∏r
i=1Ni.
Using the notations of Corollary 3.4, C = ⊕ri=1θi(x)Ci is called the canon-
ical form decomposition of the (1+pw)-constacyclic code C over Zps+uZps.
4. Dual Codes of (1 + pw)-Constacyclic Codes
In this section, we give the dual code of every (1 + pw)-constacyclic code
over Zps + uZps of length N and investigate the self-duality of these codes.
Lemma 4.1 Let w ∈ Z×ps and denote ŵ = −w(1 + pw)
−1. Then ŵ ∈ Z×ps
and (1 + pw)−1 = 1 + pŵ.
Proof Obviously, we have ŵ = −w(1 + pw)−1 ∈ Z×ps and (1 + pw)
−1 =
(1 + pw − pw)(1 + pw)−1 = 1 + p(w(1 + pw)−1). ✷
Using the notations of Lemma 4.1, by Lemma 1.2 we know that the dual
code of each (1 + pw)-constacyclic code over Zps + uZps of length p
kn is a
(1+pŵ)-constacyclic code over Zps+uZps of length p
kn, i.e., an ideal of the
ring (Zps+uZps)[x]/〈x
pkn−(1+pŵ)〉〉. In the following, we will determining
the dual code of each (1+pŵ)-constacyclic code over Zps+uZps of length p
kn
from its canonical form decomposition given by Theorem 3.3 and Corollary
3.4.
By Lemmas 2.6 and 4.1, we can select a fixed ŵ0 ∈ Z
×
ps satisfying
(1 + pŵ0)
n = 1 + pŵ and (1 + pw0)
−1 = 1 + pŵ0
in the rest of the paper. First, from Theorem 2.5 we deduce
Corollary 4.2 Using the notations of Notation 2.7, we denote
R̂i = Zps[x]/〈fi(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)〉
and Ti = {
∑di−1
j=0 ajx
j | a0, a1, . . . , adi−1 ∈ Fp} ⊆ R̂i.
(i) R̂i is a finite chain ring with maximal ideal 〈fi(x)〉 generated by fi(x),
the nilpotency index of fi(x) is equal to p
ks and R̂i/〈fi(x)〉 is a finite field
of cardinality pdi .
(ii) Every element α of R̂i has a unique fi(x)-adic expansion:
α =
∑pks−1
j=0 bj(x)fi(x)
j , b0(x), b1(x), . . . , bpks−1(x) ∈ Ti.
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Substituting x
pk
1+pŵ0
for y in (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain
xp
kn − (1 + pŵ)
(1 + pŵ0)n
=
(
xp
k
1 + pŵ0
)n
− 1 =
r∏
i=1
fi(
xp
k
1 + pŵ0
)
and ai(
xp
k
1+pŵ0
)Fi(
xp
k
1+pŵ0
)+ bi(
xp
k
1+pŵ0
)fi(
xp
k
1+pŵ0
) = 1 in the ring Zps[x], respec-
tively. It is clear that deg(fi(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)) = pkdi for i = 1, . . . , r. In
the rest of this paper, we set
(4.1) θ̂i(x) ≡ ai(
xp
k
1 + pŵ0
)Fi(
xp
k
1 + pŵ0
) = 1− bi(
xp
k
1 + pŵ0
)fi(
xp
k
1 + pŵ0
)
(mod xp
kn−(1+pŵ)). Then by Chinese remainder theorem for commutative
rings with identity, paralleling to Theorem 2.9 we have the following
Corollary 4.3 Denote Â = Zps [x]/〈x
pkn−(1+pŵ)〉. We have the following :
(i) θ̂1(x) + . . .+ θ̂r(x) = 1, θ̂i(x)
2 = θ̂i(x) and θ̂i(x)θ̂j(x) = 0 in Â for all
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r.
(ii) Â = Â1⊕. . .⊕Âr, where Âi = θ̂i(x)Â and its multiplicative identity is
θ̂i(x). Moreover, this decomposition is a direct sum of rings in that ÂiÂj =
{0} for all i and j, 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ r.
(iii) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, define a mapping τ̂i : a(x) 7→ θ̂i(x)a(x) (∀a(x) ∈
R̂i = Zps [x]/〈fi(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)〉). Then τ̂i is a ring isomorphism from R̂i
onto Âi and can be extended to a ring isomorphism from R̂i + uR̂i onto
Âi + uÂi in the natural way.
(iv) Define τ̂ : (a1(x), . . . , ar(x)) 7→ τ̂1(a1(x)) + . . . + τ̂r(ar(x)), i.e.
τ̂(a1(x), . . . , ar(x)) =
r∑
i=1
θ̂i(x)ai(x) (mod x
pkn − (1 + pŵ))
for all ai(x) ∈ R̂i, i = 1, . . . , r. Then τ̂ is a ring isomorphism from R̂1 ×
. . .× R̂r onto Â.
As in Section 3, we can identify (Zps + uZps)[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pŵ)〉 with
Â + uÂ (u2 = 0). Paralleling to Sections 3, we can obtain conclusions for
(1 + pŵ)-constacyclic codes over Zps + uZps of length N , i.e., ideals of the
ring Â+ uÂ. We omit these conclusions here for space saving.
Now, let α = (α0, α1, . . . , αN−1), β = (β0, β1, . . . , βN−1) ∈ (Zps + uZps)
N ,
where N = pks and αj, βj ∈ Zps + uZps for all j = 0, 1 . . . , N − 1. In the
rest of this paper, we denote
α(x) =
N−1∑
j=0
αjx
j ∈ (Zps + uZps)[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pw)〉 = A+ uA,
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β(x) =
N−1∑
j=0
βjx
j ∈ (Zps + uZps)[x]/〈x
N − (1 + pŵ)〉 = Â+ uÂ.
Recall that the usual Euclidian inner product of α and β is defined by
[α, β]E =
∑N−1
j=0 αjβj ∈ Zps + uZps. Let C be a linear code over Zps + uZps
of length N , i.e., a (Zps+uZps)-submodule of (Zps+uZps)
N . The Euclidian
dual code of C is defined by C⊥E = {α ∈ (Zps+uZps)
N | [α, β]E = 0, ∀β ∈ C},
and C is said to be self-dual if C = C⊥E .
From now on, we define a mapping µ : A→ Â by
µ(a(x)) = a(x−1) =
N−1∑
j=0
ajx
−j ∈ Â, ∀a(x) =
N−1∑
j=0
ajx
j ∈ A.
Then one can easily verify that µ is a ring isomorphism from A onto Â.
Precisely, by xN = (1 + pŵ) in Â and Lemma 4.1 it follows that
a(x−1) = a0 +
xN
1 + pŵ
N−1∑
j=1
ajx
−j = a0 + (1 + pw)
N−1∑
j=1
ajx
N−j ,
and the inverse µ−1 : Â → A of µ is given by
µ−1(b(x)) = b(x−1) = b0+
xN
1 + pw
N−1∑
j=1
bjx
−j = b0+(1+pŵ)
N−1∑
j=1
bjx
N−j ∈ A,
for all b(x) =
∑N−1
j=0 bjx
j ∈ Â where bj ∈ Zps.
For notations simplicity, we still denote µ−1 by µ. Now, µ can be extended
to a ring isomorphism between A+uA and Â+uÂ in the natural way that
µ : ξ1 + uξ2 7→ µ(ξ1) + uµ(ξ2), ∀ξ1, ξ2 ∈ A
and µ : η1 + uη2 7→ µ(η1) + uµ(η2), ∀η1, η2 ∈ Â, respectively.
Using the notations above, by a direct calculation we get the following
Lemma 4.4 Let α, β ∈ (Zps+uZps)
N . Then [α, β]E = 0 if α(x)µ(β(x)) = 0
in (Zps+uZps)[x]/〈x
N−(1+pw)〉, where α(x) ∈ A+uA and β(x) ∈ Â+uÂ.
For any polynomial f(y) =
∑d
j=0 cjy
j ∈ Zps [y] of degree d ≥ 1, recall that
the reciprocal polynomial of f(y) is defined as f˜(y) = ydf( 1
y
) =
∑d
j=0 cjy
d−j,
and f(y) is said to be self-reciprocal if f˜(y) = δf(y) for some δ ∈ Z×ps . Then
by Equation (2.3) in Section 2, we have
yn − 1 = −f˜1(y)f˜2(y) . . . f˜r(y).
Since f1(y), f2(y), . . . , fr(y) are pairwise coprime monic basic irreducible
polynomials in Zps[y], it is known that f˜1(y), f˜2(y), . . . , f˜r(y) are pairwise
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coprime monic basic polynomials in Zps[y] as well. Hence for each integer i,
1 ≤ i ≤ r, there is a unique integer i′, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ r, such that
f˜i(y) = δifi′(y) where δi ∈ Z
×
ps .
Since xp
kn = 1 + pŵ = (1 + pŵ0)
n in Â, we see that
zn = 1 in Â, where z = xp
k
(1 + pŵ0)
−1 ∈ Â.
Then by Equation (2.5) in Section 2 and (1 + pw0)
−1 = 1 + pŵ0, we have
µ(θi(x)) = 1− bi(x
−pk(1 + pw0)
−1)fi(x
−pk(1 + pw0)
−1)
= 1− bi((x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)−1)fi((x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)−1)
= 1− bi(z
−1)fi(z
−1)
= 1− zn−deg(bi(y))−di(zdeg(bi(y))bi(z
−1))(zdifi(z
−1))
= 1− zn−deg(bi(y))−di b˜i(z)f˜i(z)
= 1− δiz
n−deg(bi(y))−di b˜i(z)fi′(z)
= 1− gi(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)fi′(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)
where gi(z) = δiz
n−deg(bi(y))−di b˜i(z) ∈ Zps[z]. Similarly, we can prove that
µ(θi(x)) = hi(x
−pk(1+ pŵ0)
−1)Fi(x
−pk(1+ pŵ0)
−1) for some hi(z) ∈ Zps[z].
From these and by Equation (11), we deduce that µ(θi(x)) = θ̂i′(x).
Therefore, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r there is a unique integer i′, 1 ≤ i′ ≤ r, such
that µ(θi(x)) = θ̂i′(x). We still use µ to denote this map i 7→ i
′; i.e.,
µ(i) = i′ and µ(θi(x)) = θ̂µ(i)(x).
Whether µ denotes the ring isomorphism between A + uA and Â + uÂ or
this map on the set {1, . . . , r} is determined by context. The next lemma
shows the compatibility of the two uses of µ.
Lemma 4.5 With the notations above, we have the following :
(i) µ is a permutation on {1, . . . , r} satisfying µ−1 = µ.
(ii) After a rearrangement of θ1(x), . . . , θr(x) there are integers λ, ǫ such
that µ(i) = i for all i = 1, . . . , λ and µ(λ+ j) = λ+ ǫ+ j for all j = 1, . . . , ǫ,
where λ ≥ 1, ǫ ≥ 0 and λ+ 2ǫ = r.
(iii) For each integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, there is a unique invertible element δi
of Zps such that f˜i(y) = δifµ(i)(y).
(iv) For any integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, µ(θi(x)) = θ̂µ(i)(x), µ(θ̂i(x)) = θµ(i)(x),
µ(Ai) = Âµ(i) and µ(Âi) = Aµ(i). Then µ induces a ring isomorphism
between Ai + uAi and Âµ(i) + uÂµ(i).
Proof (i)–(iii) follow from the definition of the map µ.
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(iv) By the definition of µ, we have µ(θi(x)) = θ̂µ(i)(x) and µ(θ̂i(x)) =
θµ(i)(x). Then the other conclusions follow from that Ai = θi(x)A, Âµ(i) =
θ̂µ(i)(x)Â, Âi = θ̂i(x)Â, Aµ(i) = θµ(i)(x)A, Ai + uAi = Ai[u]/〈u
2〉 and
Âµ(i) + uÂµ(i) = Âµ(i)[u]/〈u
2〉, immediately. ✷
Lemma 4.6 Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Denote by µ|Ai the restriction of µ to Ai
and define µi : Ri → R̂µ(i) by µi(c(x)) = c(x
−1) =
∑pkdi−1
j=0 cjx
−j (for all
c(x) =
∑pkdi−1
j=0 cjx
j with cj ∈ Zps). Then µi is a ring isomorphism from Ri
onto R̂µ(i) such that the following diagram commutes
Ri = Zps [x]/〈fi(x
pk (1 + pw0)
−1)〉
µi
−→ R̂µ(i) = Zps [x]/〈fµ(i)(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)〉
τi ↓ ↓ τ̂µ(i)
Ai
µ|Ai
−→ Âµ(i)
Moreover, µi can be extended to a ring isomorphism from Ri + uRi onto
R̂µ(i) + uR̂µ(i) by the natural way: µi : α + uβ 7→ µi(α) + uµi(β) for all
α, β ∈ Ri.
Proof For any c(x) ∈ Ri, by Theorem 2.9(iii), Corollary 4.3(iii) and µ(θi(x))
= θ̂µ(i)(x) = 1− gi(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)fµ(i)(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1), it follows that(
(τ̂µ(i))
−1µ|Aiτi
)
(c(x))
=
(
(τ̂µ(i))
−1µ|Ai
)
(θi(x)c(x)) = (τ̂µ(i))
−1
(
µ(θi(x))c(x
−1)
)
= (τ̂µ(i))
−1
(
(1− gi(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)fµ(i)(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1))c(x−1)
)
=
(
1− gi(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)fµ(i)(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)
)
c(x−1)
= c(x−1)
(
mod fµ(i)(x
pk(1 + pŵ0)
−1)
)
,
which implies µi(c(x)) = ((τ̂µ(i))
−1µ|Aiτi)(c(x)) for all c(x) ∈ Ri. Hence
µi = (τ̂µ(i))
−1µ|Aiτi, which is a ring isomorphism from Ri onto R̂µ(i) such
that the diagram commutes.
Obviously, µi can be extended to a ring isomorphism from Ri[u] onto
R̂µ(i)[u] in the natural way that µi :
∑
j αju
j 7→
∑
j µi(αj)u
j (∀αj ∈ Ri).
Therefore, α+uβ 7→ µi(α)+uµi(β) (∀α, β ∈ Ri) is a ring isomorphism from
Ri[u]/〈u
2〉 = Ri + uRi onto R̂µ(i)[u]/〈u
2〉 = R̂µ(i) + uR̂µ(i). ✷
Lemma 4.7 Using the notations of Theorem 2.9(iv) and Corollary 4.3(iv),
let α(x) =
∑r
i=1 θi(x)ai(x) ∈ A+uA and β(x) =
∑r
i=1 θ̂i(x)bi(x) ∈ Â+uÂ,
where ai(x) ∈ Ri + uRi and bi(x) ∈ R̂i + uR̂i. Then
α(x)µ(β(x)) =
r∑
i=1
θi(x)
(
ai(x)µ
−1
i (bµ(i)(x)
)
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where µ is the ring isomorphism from Â + uÂ onto A + uA and µ−1i :
R̂µ(i)+uR̂µ(i) →Ri+uRi being the inverse of µi defined in Lemma 4.6 for
all i = 1, . . . , r.
Proof Since µ is the ring isomorphism from Â+uÂ onto A+uA, by Lemma
4.5(iv) and Lemma 4.6 it follows that
µ(β(x)) =
r∑
j=1
µ
(
θ̂j(x)bj(x)
)
=
r∑
j=1
θµ(j)(x)µ
−1
µ(j)
(bj(x))
where µ−1
µ(j) is the inverse of the ring isomorphism µµ(j) from Rµ(j)+uRµ(j)
onto R̂j+uR̂j . Hence µ
−1
µ(j)(bj(x)) ∈ Rµ(j)+uRµ(j) for all j. When j = µ(i),
we have i = µ(j) by Lemma 4.5(i), and so µ−1i (bµ(i)(x)) ∈ Ri + uRi, which
implies ai(x)µ
−1
i (bµ(i)(x)) ∈ Ri + uRi for all i.
If j 6= µ(i), then i 6= µ(j) and hence θi(x)θµ(j)(x) = 0 by Theorem 2.9(i).
From these, by µ(µ(i)) = i and θi(x)
2 = θi(x) by Theorem 2.9(i) for all i,
we deduce that
α(x)µ(β(x)) =
(
r∑
i=1
θi(x)ai(x)
) r∑
j=1
θµ(j)(x)µ
−1
µ(j)(bj(x))

=
r∑
i=1
r∑
j=1
(θi(x)ai(x))
(
θµ(j)(x)µ
−1
µ(j)(bj(x))
)
=
r∑
i=1
(θi(x)ai(x))
(
θµ(µ(i))(x)µ
−1
µ(µ(i))(bj(x))
)
,
i.e. α(x)µ(β(x)) =
∑r
i=1 θi(x)
(
ai(x)µ
−1
i (bµ(i)(x)
)
. ✷
Lemma 4.8 Using the notations of Lemma 4.6, we have that µi(fi(x)
l) =
δlix
−ldifµ(i)(x)
l ∈ R̂µ(i) for all 1 ≤ l ≤ p
ks.
Proof By Lemma 4.5(iii), we have f˜i(x) = δifµ(i)(x). From this and by
the definition of µi in Lemma 4.6, we deduce that µi(fi(x)
l) = fi(x
−1)l =
x−ldi
(
xdifi(x
−1)
)l
= x−ldi f˜i(x)
l = δlix
−ldifµ(i)(x)
l. ✷
Now, we give the dual code of each (1 + pw)-constacyclic code over the
ring Zps + uZps of length N where N = p
kn.
Theorem 4.9 Let C be a (1 + pw)-constacyclic code over Zps + uZps of
length N with C = ⊕ri=1θi(x)Ci, where Ci is an ideal of Ri + uRi. Then
the dual code C⊥E is a (1 + pŵ)-constacyclic code over Zps + uZps of length
N . Precisely, C⊥E is given by C⊥E = ⊕rj=1θ̂j(x)Dj , where Dj is an ideal of
R̂j + uR̂j given by the following table:
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case Ci Dµ(i)
1. 〈fi(x)
li〉 (0 ≤ li ≤ p
ks) 〈fµ(i)(x)
pks−li〉
2. 〈ufi(x)
mi〉 (0 ≤ mi ≤ p
ks− 1) 〈fµ(i)(x)
pks−mi , u〉
3. 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉 〈fµ(i)(x)
pks−li
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
li−ti
, ti ≥ 2li − p
ks, +ufµ(i)(x)
pks+ti−2li ĥ(x)〉
0 ≤ ti < li ≤ p
ks− 1) ĥ(x) = −δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1)
4. 〈fi(x)
li + uh(x)〉 〈fµ(i)(x)
li + uĥ(x)〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
pks−li
, 1
2
pks < li ≤ p
ks− 1) ĥ(x) = −δ−lii x
lidih(x−1)
5. 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉 〈fµ(i)(x)
li−ti + uĥ(x), ufµ(i)(x)
pks−li〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
pks−li
, ti < 2li − p
ks, ĥ(x) = −δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1)
1 ≤ ti < li ≤ p
ks− 1)
6. 〈fi(x)
li , ufi(x)
mi〉 〈fµ(i)(x)
pks−mi , ufµ(i)(x)
pks−li〉
(0 ≤ mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1)
7. 〈fi(x)
li + uh(x), ufi(x)
mi〉 〈fµ(i)(x)
pks−mi
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi , li +mi ≤ p
ks− 1, +ufµ(i)(x)
pks−li−mi ĥ(x)〉
1 ≤ mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1) ĥ(x) = −δ−lii x
lidih(x−1)
8. 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x), ufi(x)
mi〉 〈ufµ(i)(x)
pks+ti−li−mi ĥ(x)
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi−ti
, li +mi ≤ p
ks+ ti − 1, +fµ(i)(x)
pks−mi , ufµ(i)(x)
pks−li〉
1 ≤ ti < mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1) ĥ(x) = −δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1)
Proof For each integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, let Ji be an ideal of Ri + uRi given by
one of the following eight cases:
(i) Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−li〉, if Ci = 〈fi(x)
li〉, where 0 ≤ li ≤ p
ks.
(ii) Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−mi , u〉, if Ci = 〈ufi(x)
mi〉, where 0 ≤ mi ≤ p
ks− 1.
(iii) Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−li−ufi(x)
pks+ti−2lih(x)〉, if Ci = 〈fi(x)
li+ufi(x)
tih(x)〉
where h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
li−ti
, 0 ≤ ti < li ≤ p
ks− 1 and ti ≥ 2li − p
ks.
(iv) Ji = 〈fi(x)
li −uh(x)〉, if Ci = 〈fi(x)
li +uh(x)〉 where h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
pks−li
,
0 < li ≤ p
ks− 1 and 2li > p
ks.
(v) Ji = 〈fi(x)
li−ti − uh(x), ufi(x)
pks−li〉, if Ci = 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉
where h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
pks−li
, 1 ≤ ti < li ≤ p
ks− 1 and ti < 2li − p
ks.
(vi) Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−mi , ufi(x)
pks−li〉, if Ci = 〈fi(x)
li , ufi(x)
mi〉, where
0 ≤ mi < li ≤ p
ks− 1.
(vii) Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−mi−ufi(x)
pks−li−mih(x)〉, when Ci = 〈fi(x)
li+uh(x),
ufi(x)
mi〉 in which h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi , 1 ≤ mi < li ≤ p
ks−1 and li+mi ≤ p
ks−1.
(viii) Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−mi − ufi(x)
pks+ti−li−mih(x), ufi(x)
pks−li〉, if Ci =
〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x), ufi(x)
mi〉, where h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi−ti
, 1 ≤ ti < mi < li ≤
pks− 1, li +mi ≤ p
ks+ ti − 1.
Then it follows that Ci · Ji = {0} by a straightforward computation. Fur-
thermore, by Theorem 3.3 we see that |Ci||Ji| = p
2pksdi .
Let 1 ≤ i ≤ r and denote Dµ(i) = µi(Ji). By Lemma 4.6 we conclude that
Dµ(i) is an ideal of R̂µ(i) + uR̂µ(i), |Dµ(i)| = |Ji|. and µ
−1
i (Dµ(i)) = Ji. We
set D = ⊕ri=1θ̂µ(i)(x)Dµ(i) =
∑r
j=1 θ̂j(x)Dj (mod x
pkn − (1 + pŵ)). Then
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by the conclusion paralleling to Lemma 3.2, we see that D is a (1 + pŵ)-
constacyclic code over Zps + uZps of length p
kn. Moreover, by Lemma 4.7
and Ci · µ
−1
i (Dµ(i)) = Ci · Ji = {0} it follows that
C ·µ(D) = (
r∑
i=1
θi(x)Ci) ·µ(
r∑
j=1
θ̂j(x)Dj) =
r∑
i=1
θi(x)
(
Ci · µ
−1
i (Dµ(i))
)
= {0},
which implies D ⊆ C⊥E by Lemma 4.4. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1
and Corollary 4.3(iii) we have
|C||D| =
(
r∏
i=1
|θi(x)Ci|
)(
r∏
i=1
|θ̂µ(i)(x)Dµ(i)|
)
=
r∏
i=1
(
|Ci||Dµ(i)|
)
=
r∏
i=1
(|Ci||Ji|) =
r∏
i=1
p2p
ksdi = p2p
ks
∑r
i=1 di = (p2s)p
kn
= |Zps + uZps |
pkn.
Since both C and D are linear codes over Zps + uZps of length p
kn and
Zps + uZps is a finite Frobenius ring, from the theory of linear codes over
Frobenius rings (see [13], for example) we deduce that C⊥E = D.
Finally, we give the precise representation of each Dµ(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ r.
Case 1. Let Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−li〉 as in (i). Since x is an invertible element
of R̂µ(i) + uR̂µ(i), by Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8 we have
Dµ(i) = 〈µi(fi(x)
pks−li)〉 = 〈δp
ks−li
i x
−(pks−li)difµ(i)(x)
pks−li〉
= 〈fµ(i)(x)
pks−li〉.
Cases 2 and 6 can be obtained similarly as Case 1.
Case 3. Let Ji = 〈fi(x)
pks−li−ufi(x)
pks+ti−2lih(x)〉 as in (iii). By Lemmas
4.6 and 4.8 it follows that
Dµ(i) = 〈µi(fi(x)
pks−li)− u · µi(fi(x)
pks+ti−2li)µi(h(x))〉
= 〈δp
ks−li
i x
−(pks−li)difµ(i)(x)
pks−li
−u(δp
ks+ti−2li
i x
−(pks+ti−2li)difµ(i)(x)
pks+ti−2li)h(x−1)〉
= 〈fµ(i)(x)
2k+1−li + ufµ(i)(x)
2k+1+ti−2li ĥ(x)〉,
where ĥ(x) = −δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1) ∈ Â×
µ(i).
Case 4. Let Ji = 〈fi(x)
li − uw(x)〉 as in (iv). By Lemmas 4.6 and 4.8 we
have
Dµ(i) = 〈µi(fi(x)
li)− uµi((h(x))〉 = 〈δ
li
i x
−lidifµ(i)(x)
li − uh(x−1)〉
= 〈fµ(i)(x)
li + uĥ(x)〉,
where ĥ(x) = −δ−lii x
lidih(x−1) ∈ Â×
µ(i)
.
Cases 5, 7 and 8 can be obtained similarly as Cases 1, 3 and 4. ✷
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Finally, we consider the self-duality of the constacyclic codes over Zps +
uZps. When p is odd, by Lemma 2.6 we know that (1 + pw)
−1 6= 1+ pw for
all w ∈ Z×ps. Let p = 2 and w ∈ Z
×
2s . Then it is clear that (1+2w)
−1 = 1+2w
if and only if w = 2s−2 − 1 or 2s−1 − 1 when s ≥ 3, and w = 1 when s = 2.
Now, let p = 2, and w = 2s−2 − 1 or 2s−1 − 1 if s ≥ 3, and w = 1 if
s = 2. We assume N = 2kn where n is an odd positive integer. Then
(1 + 2w)2 = 1 ∈ Z×2s . In this case, Using the notations of Lemma 2.6 and
Lemma 4.1 we have 1 + 2w0 = 1 + 2w = 1 + 2ŵ = 1 + 2ŵ0. Furthermore,
using Equations (2.5) and (4.1) it follows that
(4.2) θi(x) = θ̂i(x) ≡ ai((1+2w)x
2k )Fi((1+2w)x
2k ) (mod x2
kn−(1+2w)),
which implies Ai = Âi for all i = 1, . . . , r. Then as a corollary of Lemma
3.2, Theorems 3.3 and 4.9, we can present all distinct self-dual (1 + 2w)-
constacyclic codes over the ring Z2s + uZ2s by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10 Let w = 2s−2 − 1 or 2s−1 − 1 when s ≥ 3, and w = 1 when
s = 2. Using the notations in Theorem 4.9, Lemma 4.5(ii) and Equation
(12), let C be a (1 + 2w)-constacyclic code over Z2s + uZ2s of length N with
C = ⊕ri=1θi(x)Ci, where Ci is an ideal of Ri + uRi. Then C is self-dual if
and only if for each integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, Ci satisfies one of the following
conditions:
• If i = λ+ j where 1 ≤ j ≤ ǫ, (Ci, Ci+ǫ) are given by the following table:
case Ci Ci+ǫ
1. 〈fi(x)
li〉 (0 ≤ li ≤ 2
ks) 〈fi+ǫ(x)
2ks−li〉
2. 〈ufi(x)
mi〉 (0 ≤ mi ≤ 2
ks− 1) 〈fi+ǫ(x)
2ks−mi , u〉
3. 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉 〈fi+ǫ(x)
2ks−li
(w(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
li−ti
, ti ≥ 2li − 2
ks, +ufi+ǫ(x)
2ks+ti−2li ĥ(x)〉
0 ≤ ti < li ≤ 2
ks− 1) ĥ(x) = −δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1)
4. 〈fi(x)
li + uh(x)〉 〈fi+ǫ(x)
li + uĥ(x)〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
2ks−li
, ĥ(x) = −δ−lii x
lidih(x−1)
2k−1s+ 1 ≤ li ≤ 2
ks− 1)
5. 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉 〈fi+ǫ(x)
li−ti + uĥ(x), ufi+ǫ(x)
2ks−li〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
2ks−li
, ti < 2li − 2
ks, ĥ(x) = −δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1)
1 ≤ ti < li ≤ 2
ks− 1)
6. 〈fi(x)
li , ufi(x)
mi〉 〈fi+ǫ(x)
2ks−mi , ufi+ǫ(x)
2ks−li〉
(0 ≤ mi < li ≤ 2
ks− 1)
7. 〈fi(x)
li + uh(x), ufi(x)
mi〉 〈fi+ǫ(x)
2ks−mi
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi , li +mi ≤ 2
ks− 1, +ufi+ǫ(x)
2ks−li−mi ĥ(x)〉
1 ≤ mi < li ≤ 2
ks− 1) ĥ(x) = −δ−lii x
lidih(x−1)
8. 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tih(x), ufi(x)
mi〉 〈ufi+ǫ(x)
2ks+ti−li−mi ĥ(x)
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
mi−ti
, li +mi ≤ 2
ks+ ti − 1, +fi+ǫ(x)
2ks−mi , ufi+ǫ(x)
2ks−li〉
1 ≤ ti < mi < li ≤ 2
ks− 1) ĥ(x) = −δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1)
• If 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, Ci is given by one of the following six cases:
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(i) Ci = 〈fi(x)
2k−1s〉. (ii) Ci = 〈u〉.
(iii) Ci = 〈fi(x)
2k−1s + ufi(x)
tih(x)〉, where 0 ≤ ti ≤ 2
k−1s − 1 and
h(x) ∈ △
(i)
2k−1s−ti
satisfying h(x) + δti−2
k−1s
i x
(2k−1s−ti)dih(x−1) ≡ 0 (mod
fi(x)
2k−1s−ti).
(iv) Ci = 〈fi(x)
li + uh(x)〉, where 2k−1s + 1 ≤ li ≤ 2
ks − 1 and h(x) ∈
∆
(i)
2ks−li
satisfying h(x) + δ−lii x
lidih(x−1) ≡ 0 (mod fi(x)
2ks−li).
(v) Ci = 〈fi(x)
li , ufi(x)
2ks−li〉, where 2k−1s+ 1 < li ≤ 2
ks− 1.
(vi) Ci = 〈fi(x)
li + ufi(x)
tiw(x), ufi(x)
2ks−li〉, where 1 ≤ ti < 2
ks − li,
2k−1s+ 1 ≤ li ≤ 2
ks− 1 and h(x) ∈ ∆
(i)
2ks−li−ti
satisfying
h(x) + δti−lii x
(li−ti)dih(x−1) ≡ 0 (mod fi(x)
2ks−li−ti).
5. An Example
In this section, we consider how to construct all distinct self-dual 3-
constacyclic codes over Z8 + uZ8 (u
2 = 0) of length 14. In this case, we
have N = 2kn with k = 1, n = 7, p = 2, s = 3 and 1 + pw = 3 satisfying
32 = 1 in Z8. It is known that y
7−1 = f1(y)f2(y)f3(y), where f1(y) = y−1,
f2(y) = y
3+6y2+5y+7 and f3(y) = y
3+3y2+2y+7 are pairwise coprime
minic basic irreducible polynomials in Z8[y].
As d1 = 1, d2 = d3 = 3 and r = 3, by Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.4,
the number N of 3-constacyclic codes over Z8+uZ8 of length 14 is equal to
N =
∏3
i=1(2
3di + 5 · 22di + 9 · 2di + 13) = 59 · 9172 = 49, 612, 451.
Obviously, f˜1(y) = δ1f1(y) and f˜2(y) = δ2f3(y) where δ1 = δ2 = −1,
which implies that µ(1) = 1 and µ(2) = 3. Hence λ = ǫ = 1.
For each integer i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, we denote Fi(y) =
y7−1
fi(y)
, and find polyno-
mials ai(y), bi(y) ∈ Z8[y] satisfying ai(y)Fi(y) + bi(y)fi(y) = 1. Then set
̺i(y) ≡ ai(y)Fi(y) (mod y
7 − 1). By Equation (4.2) in Section 4, it follows
that θi(x) ≡ ̺i(3x
2) (mod x14 + 1) in Z8[x]. Precisely, we have
θ1(x) = 7 + 5x
2 + 7x4 + 5x6 + 7x8 + 5x10 + 7x12;
θ2(x) = 5 + x
2 + 3x4 + 2x6 + 3x8 + 2x10 + 6x12;
θ3(x) = 5 + 2x
2 + 6x4 + x6 + 68 + x10 + 3x12.
Using the notations in Section 3, for each integer j, 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 we have that
Ri = Z8[x]/〈fi(3x
2)〉, which is a finite chain ring with the maximal ideal
fi(x) and the nilpotency index of fi(x) ie equal to 2 · 3 = 6.
Now, by Theorem 4.10 all distinct self-dual 3-constacyclic codes over Z8+
uZ8 (u
2 = 0) of length 14 are given by
C = θ1(x)C1 ⊕ θ2(x)C2 ⊕ θ3(x)C3 =
∑3
i=1 θi(x)Ci (mod x
14 − 3),
where Ci is an ideal of the ring Ri + uRi satisfying one of the following
conditions:
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• C1 is one of the following seven ideals:
〈(x− 1)3〉, 〈u〉, 〈(x− 1)3 + u(x− 1)〉, 〈(x− 1)5 + u〉, 〈(x− 1)4, u(x− 1)2〉,
〈(x− 1)5, u(x− 1)〉, 〈(x− 1)4 + u(x− 1), u(x − 1)2〉.
• (C2, C3) is given by the following table, where Ci is an ideal of Ri+uRi
for i = 2, 3, and L(C2,C3) is the number of pairs (C2, C3) on the same line.
case C2 C3
1. 〈f2(x)
l〉 (0 ≤ l ≤ 6) 〈f3(x)
6−l〉
2. 〈uf2(x)
m〉 (0 ≤ m ≤ 5) 〈f3(x)
6−m, u〉
3. 〈f2(x)
l + uf2(x)
th(x)〉 〈f3(x)
6−l + uf3(x)
6+t−2lĥ(x)〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(2)
l−t, t ≥ 2l− 6, ĥ(x) = (−1)
l−t+1x3(l−t)h(x−1)
0 ≤ t < l ≤ 5)
4. 〈f2(x)
l + uh(x)〉 〈f3(x)
l + uĥ(x)〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(2)
6−l, l = 4, 5) ĥ(x) = (−1)
l+1x3lh(x−1)
5. 〈f2(x)
l + uf2(x)
th(x)〉 〈f3(x)
l−t + uĥ(x), uf3(x)
6−l〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(2)
6−l, ĥ(x) = (−1)
l−t+1x3(l−t)dih(x−1)
(m, l) ∈ {(1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 5), (3, 5)})
6. 〈f2(x)
l, uf2(x)
m〉 〈f3(x)
6−m, uf3(x)
6−l〉
(0 ≤ m < l ≤ 5)
7. 〈f2(x)
l + uh(x), uf2(x)
m〉 〈f3(x)
6−m + uf3(x)
6−l−mĥ(x)〉
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(2)
m , ĥ(x) = (−1)l+1x3lh(x−1)
(m, l) ∈ {(1, 2), (1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3)})
8. 〈f2(x)
l + uf2(x)
th(x), uf2(x)
m〉 〈f3(x)
6−m + uf3(x)
6+t−l−mĥ(x),
(h(x) ∈ ∆
(2)
1 , (t,m, l) ∈ {(1, 2, 3), uf3(x)
6−l〉
(1, 2, 4), (2, 3, 4)}) ĥ(x) = (−1)l−t+1x3(l−t)h(x−1)
where ∆
(2)
k = {
∑k−1
j=0 bj(x)f2(x)
j | bj(x) ∈ T2, b0(x) 6= 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ k− 1} with
T2 = {a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 | a0, a1, a2 ∈ {0, 1}}, for k = 1, 2, 3.
Therefore, the number of self-dual 3-constacyclic codes over Z8 + uZ8 of
length 14 is equal to 7 · 917 = 6419.
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Appendix A. A direct proof for Equation (2.1)
Denote η = 1 + pw0 ∈ Z
×
ps. By Lemma 2.4(ii), we have f(η
−1xp
k
) =∏d−1
i=0 (η
−1xp
k
− ζp
i
) = η−d
∏d−1
i=0 (x
pk − ηζp
i
). As xp
k
− ηζp
i
= (xp
k
− ζp
i
)−
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pw0ζ
pi, we have f(η−1xp
k
) = η−d
∏d−1
i=0 (x
pk − ζp
i
)− pg1(x) + p
2g2(x) where
(A.1) g1(x) = η
−dw0
d−1∑
i=0
ζp
i
∏
0≤j 6=i≤d−1
(xp
k
− ζp
j
)
and g2(x) ∈ Γ[x]. By Lemma 2.4(ii) we have
f(x)p
k
=
d−1∏
i=0
(x− ζp
i
)p
k
=
d−1∏
i=0
(
(xp
k
+ (−ζp
i
)p
k
) + pai(x)
)
=
d−1∏
i=0
(
(xp
k
− ζp
i+k
) + pai(x)
)
=
d−1∏
i=0
(xp
k
− ζp
i+k
) + ph1(x) + p
2h2(x),
where ai(x) ∈ Γ[x] satisfies (x− ζ
pi)p
k
= xp
k
− (ζp
i
)p
k
+ pai(x),
(A.2) h1(x) =
d−1∑
i=0
ai(x)
∏
0≤j 6=i≤d−1
(xp
k
− ζp
j+k
)
and h2(x) ∈ Γ[x]. In fact, we have ai(x) =
∑pk−1
t=1
1
p
(
pk
t
)
(−ζp
i
)txp
k(pk−t)
where 1
p
(
pk
t
)
= 1
p
pk!
(pk−t)!t!
∈ Z for all t = 1, . . . , pk − 1, when p is odd.
Let p = 2. Then ai(x) = ζ
2i+k +
∑2k−1
t=1
1
2
(
2k
t
)
(−ζ2
i
)tx2
k(2k−t) where
1
2
(
2k
t
)
= 12
2k!
(2k−t)!t!
∈ Z for all t = 1, . . . , 2k − 1.
By Lemma 2.4(i), we know that ζp
d
= ζ = ζp
0
, which implies
∏d−1
i=0 (x
pk −
ζp
i
) =
∏d−1
i=0 (x
pk − ζp
i+k
), and hence
ηdf(η−1xp
k
) =
d−1∏
i=0
(xp
k
− ζp
i+k
)− ηd
(
pg1(x)− p
2g2(x)
)
.
Now, denote ϑ(x) = h1(x) + η
dg1(x) + p(h2(x)− η
dg2(x)). Then
(A.3) f(x)p
k
= ηdf(η−1xp
k
) + pϑ(x),
which implies ϑ(x) ∈ Zps[x], hence we see that
ϑ(x) =
1
p
(
f(x)p
k
− ηdf(η−1xp
k
)
)
∈ Z[x]
by (1 + pw0)
−1 ∈ Zps = {0, 1, . . . , p
s − 1}. Moreover, we have
ϑ(x) = h1(x) + η
dg1(x) + p(h2(x)− η
dg2(x)) (mod p)
= h1(x) + g1(x).
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By Lemma 2.4(i), we know that ζp
d
= ζ = ζp
0
in the Galois ring Γ, which
implies ζ
pd
= ζ
p0
in the finite field Γ. From this and by Equations (A.1)
and (A.2), we have
g1(x) = w0
d−1∑
i=0
ζ
pi
∏
0≤j 6=i≤d−1
(xp
k
− ζ
pj
)
= w0
d−1∑
i=0
ζ
pi+k
∏
0≤j 6=i≤d−1
(xp
k
− ζ
pj+k
)
= w0
d−1∑
i=0
ζ
pi+k
∏
0≤j 6=i≤d−1
(x− ζ
pj
)p
k
,
h1(x) =
d−1∑
i=0
ai(x)
∏
0≤j 6=i≤d−1
(xp
k
− ζ
pj+k
) =
d−1∑
i=0
ai(x)
∏
0≤j 6=i≤d−1
(x− ζ
pj
)p
k
.
By Lemma 2.4(i), we know that ζ, ζ
p
, . . . , ζ
pd−1
are all distinct roots of f(x)
in Γ. Then for any integer i, 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1, we have
∏
0≤j≤d−1,j 6=i(ζ
pi
−
ζ
pj
)p
k
=
(∏
0≤j≤d−1,j 6=i(ζ
pi
− ζ
pj
)
)pk
6= 0 and
∏
0≤j≤d−1,j 6=i(ζ
pt
−ζ
pj
)p
k
= 0
for all t 6= i. Therefore,
g1(ζ
pi
) = w0ζ
pi+k
∏
0≤j≤d−1,j 6=i
(ζ
pi
− ζ
pj
)p
k
6= 0.
By (x− ζp
i
)p
k
= xp
k
− (ζp
i
)p
k
+ pai(x) in Γ[x], we have
pai(ζ
pi) = (ζp
i
− ζp
i
)p
k
− ((ζp
i
)p
k
− (ζp
i
)p
k
) = 0 in Γ.
Since Γ is a finite chain with the unique maximal ideal generated by p and
s ≥ 2 is the nilpotency index of p, we conclude that ai(ζ
pi) = ps−1α for
some α ∈ Γ (see [14], for example), which then implies ai(ζ
pi
) = ai(ζp
i) = 0
and hence h1(ζ
pi
) = 0 in Γ.
As state above, we conclude that ϑ(ζ
pi
) = g1(ζ
pi
) 6= 0 for all i =
0, 1, . . . , d− 1. From this and by f(η−1xpk) = f(xp
k
) = f(x)p
k
=
∏d−1
i=0 (x−
ζ
pi
)p
k
, we deduce that ϑ(x) and f(η−1xpk) are coprime polynomials in
Fp[x]. Hence ϑ(x) and f(η
−1xp
k
) are coprime polynomials in Zps[x] by
[16] Lemma 13.5. So there exist a(x), b(x) ∈ Zps [x] such that a(x)ϑ(x) +
b(x)f(η−1xp
k
) = 1, which implies that ϑ(x) is an invertible element of
R = Zps [x]/〈f(η
−1xp
k
)〉. By Equation (A.3), we have f(x)p
k
= pϑ(x) in
R where ϑ(x) ∈ R×.
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